Driving is a common everyday, yet complex, visuomotor task. It requires attention to the ever changing environment, to hazards that may appear, and to the control of the vehicle itself. Inattention and subsequent failures to scan the roadway are often reported as being contributing factors to vehicle accidents ([@c18]; [@c38]; [@c47]). In this study, we explore how individual differences in visual cognition may correlate with effective visual behavior; eye movements that are typically associated with safer drivers. We hypothesize that competition for processing resources could limit efficient driving behavior and eye movement behavior. Therefore, we expect those who are better able to deploy attention will show more appropriate eye movement behavior. We also explore an interactive visual attention task to test the hypothesis that active visual attention tasks, requiring sustained attention, may be useful predictors of visual scanning behavior and driving performance. Before we describe our study, we outline some of the literature regarding eye movements and driving and discuss how an individual's visual attention might relate to eye movement behavior and driving performance.

Eye Movement Behavior: From Novice to Experienced {#s2}
=================================================

Many studies have measured eye movements during driving. Typically, drivers tend to fixate straight ahead when driving, usually to the location where the vehicle will be in the next few seconds, at least on straight and undemanding roads ([@c53]; [@c68]). Individuals will scan left and right of this point in space while driving, but the extent of this horizontal scanning can be different between novice and experienced drivers. Experienced drivers tend to exhibit a wider horizontal search strategy compared to novice drivers ([@c4]; [@c17]; [@c25]; [@c40]; [@c67]). [@c16] demonstrated this effect to be linked not only to experience (i.e., how long someone has driven) but also to expertise. They showed that police drivers, who are trained to be "expert" drivers, exhibit a wider search strategy relative to age matched and experience matched control drivers. This type of visual behavior is important because wider scanning may result in more peripheral hazards being detected for example, looking to the side pavements for possible pedestrians stepping out, inspecting slip roads more often for joining traffic or looking around for possible undertaking or overtaking vehicles in more demanding situations.

Two main suggestions have been proposed for why there are visual behavior differences between experienced and novice drivers. The first is the notion that novice drivers do not know where to look during driving, in that they are not aware of the potentially hazardous areas of the road. The second is that because the driving task is less automated for novice drivers, the majority of their attentional resources are given to vehicle control. They therefore lack the attentional resources to allocate visual attention to areas of the driving scene that are typically associated with safe driving. Note that these are not competing hypotheses as both likely contribute to differences in visual behavior.

The first hypothesis has been tackled by others, suggesting that some individuals lack a developed mental model of the situations that may be encountered on the road ([@c66]; [@c67]). In other words, they lack situation awareness (e.g. [@c23]). Via experience of driving, with exposure to different situations and road users, drivers are thought to build up a mental model of the potential hazards that may arise on a given road type, and are able to allocate visual attention accordingly (see [@c20], [@c21], [@c22]; [@c66]; [@c70]; [@c74]).

Our study is focused on the alternative hypothesis. *Cognitive load* is a term used to infer the attentional demands of a task ([@c72], [@c73]). The allocation of attentional resources during a task is largely affected by the level of cognitive load ([@c65]; [@c75]). Eye movements and attention are intrinsically linked ([@c15]; [@c39]); thus, if there is interference with attentional deployment, eye movement behavior could change as a result. In driving, we know that increasing cognitive load during driving tasks (usually by introducing a secondary cognitive task) reduces horizontal scanning behavior and use of the mirrors ([@c24]; [@c56]; [@c58]). In our previous work ([@c49]), we directly compared individuals' eye movement behavior during a passive video-based hazard perception task and an analogous, but more cognitively demanding, active driving task. We found that those who performed the active driving task scanned the roadway less than those who performed the passive task. Together, these studies suggest that increasing the cognitive demand during driving reduces the amount of attentional resources that can be allocated to visually scanning the road. And thus, these studies may provide indirect evidence for the idea that improvements in visual behavior with experience occur because the process of controlling the vehicle has become automated, wherein automation would free up resources to visually attend to other areas of the driving environment.

Therefore, we propose this question: Do those with better "attentional function" distribute their visual attention more appropriately when driving? In other words, are those who may be better able to handle the attentional demands of driving also better able to distribute visual attention more appropriately? We use the term *attentional function* here to broadly describe an individual's attentional control ability, that is, an ability to perform a number of attention tasks. It incorporates not only executive function abilities, for example, the ability to resolve cognitive conflict ([@c11]), but also attention-alerting and attention-orienting aspects. These describe one's level of attentional vigilance to impending stimuli and ability to select necessary information from various sensory inputs ([@c26]; [@c50]; [@c55]).

Measuring Attentional Function and Its Relation to Driving Performance {#s3}
======================================================================

Although little is known about the link between attentional function and eye movement behavior in driving, a number of studies have demonstrated links between attentional function and driving performance. For example, the useful field of view (UFOV) task ([@c8]) aims to assess aspects of attention such as perceptual span, visual processing speed, and working memory function. Better performance on this task has been linked to better and, indeed, safer driving behavior ([@c6]; [@c7]). Those who exhibit better attentional ability are therefore better able to handle the demands that driving places on the attentional systems. For example, they may be faster to respond to hazards or are better able to allocate attentional resources to the multitude of tasks involved when driving. We wish to explore if this observed better attentional control is also linked to a more effective pattern of eye movements when driving.

However, [@c10] noted that the UFOV task (and similar variations of this task) only measures selective and divided attention, it does not require sustained attention (attention over longer durations) to complete. In addition, the stimuli used are static. Sustained attention to dynamic stimuli is crucial to driving safely. One task that better captures these attentional aspects is the multiple-object tracking (MOT) task (e.g., [@c12]). In a MOT task, observers are presented with a number of identical objects. Several of these are denoted as targets (usually by briefly increasing their visual salience by flashing) and the others are distractors. All objects will begin to move and the task is to maintain attention on all the target objects. At the end of the trial, the observer indicates which of the objects were the targets. [@c10] explored how performance on a MOT task relates to driving performance. Those who performed worse on the MOT task also had higher error scores on a road test ([@c10]). In addition, MOT was found to be a stronger predictor than UFOV in predicting the ability to detect hazardous pedestrians during simulated driving in those with central visual field loss ([@c3]). These results highlight not only the link between attentional function and driving but also suggest the importance of incorporating a dynamic assessment of sustained visual attention when studying driving performance. Therefore, in our study investigating the relationship between attentional function and eye movement behavior, we also utilized a MOT task to assess attentional function.

However, although MOT likely better captures the attentional properties required in driving more than tasks such as the UFOV, it does not include interactive visuomotor behavior. This may be important as the control of eye movements, attention and action can interact in a complex manner. For example, planning an action of either the eyes or the limbs can often facilitate the deployment of visual attention and information processing at the intended location ([@c34]; [@c35]; [@c60]). Further, we often see the intrinsic temporal and spatial coupling between eye movements and action in everyday settings ([@c33]; [@c43]; [@c44]; [@c62]). In our previous work, we found that the way in which the oculomotor system is employed when actively engaged in a driving task was different than when passively viewing driving scenes ([@c49]). Thus, we investigate how a more active visuomotor assessment of attention may correlate with eye movements and driving behavior.

With this requirement in mind, we drew on recent research which has investigated an interactive version of the MOT task (iMOT; [@c63]; [@c64]). One of the aims of this work was to extend the standard MOT to capture more active attentional aspects of many everyday activities. In the iMOT task, the goal is to interact with the multiple objects on screen so that they avoid colliding with each other. So while individuals must divide their attention to multiple objects, they must also actively control hand movements to be successful in the task (see [@c63] for discussions).

In the current study, we use an altered version of this multiple-object avoidance (MOA) task to assess attentional function (in addition to the more typical MOT task mentioned above). In driving, although one must attend to multiple objects at once, only one object is being interacted with, namely, the car being driven. Therefore, we use a task we call a MOA. In this task, the goal is to control one object while avoiding multiple other objects (see Method section for details).

Aims and Hypotheses {#s4}
===================

We have two aims in this study. The first aim is to identify if individuals who exhibit better attentional function also show better eye movement behavior when driving. We are taking an approach similar to that of "cognitive ethology" ([@c37]), where we wish to observe differences in eye movement behavior occurring naturally due to an individual's own underlying cognitive processes. We explored the hypothesis in a group where all individuals had similar driving experience to each other, to identify links between individual differences in visual and driving performance and attentional function. Participants completed the two visual attention tasks described above (MOT and MOA) to measure attentional function and were then asked to drive a number of routes in a driving simulator program, while eye movements were tracked. Performance on the attention tasks was compared with visual behavior on the simulated driving task. We hypothesized that those who performed better in the attention tasks, thereby demonstrating better general attentional function, would exhibit more efficient visual behavior while driving.

For our second aim, we wished to extend previous research suggesting that dynamic and sustained attentional tasks provide useful predictors of driving behavior. Specifically, we compared the MOT and MOA tasks as predictors of driving performance and visual behavior. Although largely exploratory, we make the prediction that because the MOA task incorporates an active visuomotor component, it may predict the eye movement behavior involved in driving better than the more passively viewed MOT task.

Method {#s5}
======

Participants {#s6}
------------

Twenty-seven participants took part in the study (12 males). Two participants were excluded due to poor eye movement calibration (\>2°). This left a sample of 25 (11 males) with an age range of 18--51 years (*M*~age~ = 22.5 years; *SD* = 6.6). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were recruited through the University of St. Andrews Sona Systems experiment participation scheme. They were paid £10 for participation. All participants had held a drivers' license for at least 1 year (*M* = 4.3; *SD* = 5.7) and were from countries where driving on the left (e.g., United Kingdom) is standard. Participants reported having no previous experience with the driving simulator. Given the possible similarities between the driving simulation and the visual attentional tasks to a video game environment, we recruited participants who played video games, on average, less than 1 hr a week. The study was approved by the University of St Andrews University Teaching and Research Ethics Committee.

Stimuli and Apparatus {#s7}
---------------------

All testing was conducted at the University of St. Andrews' Social Immersion suite. Participants performed both the driving simulation and attention tasks on the same viewing screen. Images were projected using an NEC MT1065 video projector (NEC Display Solutions, Tokyo, Japan). Participants sat 338 cm from the projection screen which had dimensions of 377 cm (58.3°) × 212 cm (34.8°; see [Figure 1](#fig1){#fgc1-1 ref-type="fig"}).[](#fig1){ref-type="fig-anchor"}

Driving Simulation {#s8}
------------------

The driving simulator software used was City Car Drive (Forward Development, Moscow, Russia). With this software, we were able to program the properties of the car to mimic the feel of driving in the real world as closely as possible; including the vehicle's inertia, brake torque, and mass. Side mirrors, a rear-view mirror, and speedometer were also available to the participants onscreen (see [Figure 2](#fig2){#fgc2-1 ref-type="fig"} for instrument layout). The simulated field of view was 85°, similar to that in a real car. A Logitech Driving Force GT steering wheel and pedals combination was used to control the vehicle (Logitech, Lausanne, Switzerland). The virtual driving environments consisted of three courses, ordered by increasing complexity: (a) a country highway, (b) an urban driving scene, and (c) a motorway environment (see [Figure 2](#fig2){#fgc2-2 ref-type="fig"}). The country highway consisted of only single and dual lane carriageways with no chance of encountering pedestrians. The urban environment contained a number of extra potentially salient locations such as pedestrian crossings and contained sections with multiple lanes (up to three at times). Finally, the motorway consisted of fast moving traffic with multiple driving lanes and slip roads. Each contained a moderate level of traffic. The driving simulator software also tracked driving performance using a points system (see Measures section for more details).[](#fig2){ref-type="fig-anchor"}

Visual Attentional Tasks {#s9}
------------------------

In order to assess attentional function, participants completed two visual attention tasks. Together, these tasks attempted to target a number of visual and attentional properties involved in driving (see introduction).

### Multiple object tracking (MOT) task {#s10}

The MOT task was programmed using EventIDE software (OkazoLab Ltd). Ten stationary white circles (diameter = 2.2°, luminance = 21.93 cd/m^2^) appeared on a black background on the screen (58.3° × 34.8°). After 50 ms, five flashed orange for 2 s. They returned to white and all 10 circles then moved around the display at random for 7 s. Motion speeds ranged from 4°/s to 9°/s and directions followed a random walk with constraints that circles did not overlap each other while moving. When the motion stopped, all 10 circles remained stationary until the participant indicated which five had originally flashed, by clicking on each with a mouse (see [Figure 3](#fig3){#fgc3-1 ref-type="fig"}). Immediate feedback was given to the participant indicating how many (out of five) had been correctly selected. The percent correct for each trial was taken as the performance measure, averaged across 30 trials. It is not appropriate to conduct correlations on this type of proportional data. Therefore, these scores were transformed using a Logit function, Ln\[*p/*(1 − *p*)\], where *p* is the percent correct performance score in the MOT across the 30 trials.[](#fig3){ref-type="fig-anchor"}

### Multiple object avoidance (MOA) task {#s11}

Participants controlled a blue circle (diameter = 2.0°, luminance = 2.86 cd/m^2^) on the screen (size 34.5° × 32.2°) using the mouse. The task was to move the circle left, right, up, and down to avoid it touching a number of moving red circles (diameter = 2.0°, luminance = 2.86 cd/m^2^). Initially, three red circles were present. After 14 s, a new red circle appeared, and so on until the controlled blue circle collided with one of the red circles (see [Figure 4](#fig4){#fgc4-1 ref-type="fig"}). The total time (in seconds) of each trial was taken as a measure of performance (a longer time indicates better performance). Times were averaged across three trials. (Note that software for this task used was freely available online and was accessed by [www.funnygames.co.uk/avoid-the-balls.htm](http://www.funnygames.co.uk/avoid-the-balls.htm). It was not programmed by the experimenters, and, therefore, specific parameters of the task, e.g., circle movement speed, could not be altered.)[](#fig4){ref-type="fig-anchor"}

Eye Movement Recording {#s12}
----------------------

An SR Research Eyelink II head-mounted eye tracking system was used to record eye movements, sampling binocularly at 250 Hz. Fixations and saccades were determined using a displacement threshold of 0.1°, a velocity threshold of 30°/s and an acceleration threshold of 8,000°/s^2^ (SR Research Ltd, Ottawa, Canada). An initial 12-point screen calibration using a secondary screen at a distance of 98 cm was performed to ensure that recordings had a mean spatial error of less than 0.5°. This screen was lowered away from the field of view during recording. A 9-point depth calibration was conducted on the stimulus display screen at a distance of 338 cm to correct for depth parallax. Participants were free to move their head.

Measures {#s13}
--------

### Eye movement measures {#s14}

All eye movement information was recorded and collated via SR Research Data Viewer software. Using this software, the driving scene was divided into five different interest areas (see [Figure 5](#fig5){#fgc5-1 ref-type="fig"}): the rear-view mirror, driver-side mirror, passenger-side mirror, speedometer and the roadway. The passenger-side mirror was superimposed on the bottom-left of the screen and the speedometer was superimposed on the top left of the screen.[](#fig5){ref-type="fig-anchor"}

#### Fixation locations/spread of visual attention {#s15}

The standard deviations of eye fixation locations along the horizontal axis (using *x*-axis pixel coordinates) were measured to provide an indicator of the spread of visual attention (e.g. [@c13]). A larger standard deviation would suggest a larger distribution of fixations and thus a greater spread of visual attention. Only fixations located within the roadway were included in this analysis; mirror or speedometer fixations were excluded.

#### Mirror and speedometer interest area analyses {#s16}

To measure how much individuals inspected the vehicle mirrors and the speedometer, the average fixation dwell time (as a percentage of the total drive time) was calculated for the rear-view mirror, driver-side mirror, passenger-side mirror, and the speedometer.

#### Saccade information {#s17}

We recorded the average saccade velocities to infer the efficiency at which the scene was sampled, where faster average saccades corresponds to increased information processing. We also recorded the average size of the saccades and the number of saccades made. We performed saccade analyses for the overall scene (i.e., all interest areas) and for the roadway interest area separately.

### Driving performance {#s18}

Driving performance was evaluated using a demerit-based point system, similar to methods used to measure driving ability (e.g., [@c10]; [@c71]) and to standard on-road tests such as the U.K. driving test. Demerit points were awarded for infractions in four categories of driving safety: (a) general control of the vehicle/maneuvers (e.g., lane positioning, turning and overtaking), (b) attending to priority (right of way), (c) signal violations, and (d) speed violations. Within these categories, either 500 or 1,000 points were awarded depending on the severity of the infraction. As examples, a minor infraction (500 points) would be awarded for crossing the lane markers, and a major infraction (1,000 points) would be awarded for causing another vehicle to unexpectedly brake hard. The points were awarded and tracked by the driving software, not by the experimenter. The total demerit points awarded provided a measure of driving performance where a larger number of points would suggest poorer performance. It was not possible to isolate the driving performance score for each course individually, therefore the driving performance score was a measure across the entire driving session. Participants were not told that their driving performance would be measured.

Procedures {#s19}
----------

All participants completed a two-part study on driving and visual attention, one part being the driving simulation and the other being the visual attention tasks. All participants first completed a questionnaire examining their level of vision and driving experience. Potential participants completed a Landolt C visual acuity test and were included if acuity was measured as \<2.0 minimal angle resolution. Thirteen participants performed the driving task first and 12 participants performed the attention tasks first. Breaks were given between tasks and at any point required by the participant.

For the driving task, participants were presented with the first person viewpoint of a car in a large car park on screen. They were instructed in how to use the car, including how to steer, use the pedals and turn signals. They were also informed about the location of the vehicle mirrors. They were then given 5 min to practice the simulated driving in the car park and informed they would be completing a number of set routes. Eye movements were calibrated using the Eyelink II at both the calibration distance and at the video screen distance. Calibration was done before each course and recording began at the start of each course just as participants began to drive. The order of driving the three courses was randomized. For the country highway, participants were instructed to follow the road at the beginning of the drive. For the motorway course, participants were instructed to follow the motorway until a certain exit was to be taken. For the urban district, participants were instructed to take three turns (a left turn, a right turn, and another left turn) at certain points on the course. Instructions were given by the experimenter at least 10 s in advance of the turn to avoid awkward or dangerous maneuvering of the vehicle by the participant. After a certain location was reached (known only to the experimenter) in each of the courses, recording of the eye movements stopped, and the participant was instructed to stop the vehicle.

The order of the attention tasks was completed based on a Latin square design to guard against practice effects. Although not relevant for the purposes of this current study, eye movements were calibrated and tracked for each of the tasks. For the MOT task, participants were instructed to maintain attention to five circles on screen from a total of 10. They were told to pay attention to the five circles that flashed orange at the beginning of each trial and try to maintain attention on these circles as they moved around the screen. At the end of the trial, they used a mouse to identify which circles had flashed orange. Five practice trials were given before they completed all 30 experimental trials.

For the MOA, participants were instructed to control the blue circle on screen with the mouse and had to actively avoid the moving red circles. They were informed that more red circles would continue to appear as the trial went on. One practice trial was given before three experimental trials were completed. Each trial ended when the blue circle touched one of the red circles. The complete experiment lasted a maximum of 2 hr.

Statistical Design {#s20}
------------------

Pearson correlations were used to identify the relationship between performance in the two attention tasks and each of the measures described above. Multiple linear regression analyses were also conducted for the measures which showed strong relationships with attentional function. This allowed us to investigate how well each task predicts driving performance and eye movement behavior. Driving experience was considered as a covariate in the analyses. However, because driving experience was kept similar across participants, it did not correlate with any of the measures. It was therefore not entered into the analyses. A power calculation was conducted investigating the sample size needed to obtain a power of 0.8, when correlative effect size is moderate to strong (*R*^2^ = 0.25). The calculation established that a sample of 23 was required ([@c27]).

Results {#s21}
=======

For the MOA task, performance was measured as the time (in seconds) until the target object collided with any of the other objects. This was averaged across three trials. For the MOT task, performance was measured as the percentage number of correct targets selected out of five. This was averaged across 30 trials. Descriptive statistics for performance in the two attention tasks are given in [Table 1](#tbl1){#tbc1-1 ref-type="table"}. To investigate the relationship between the two visual attention tasks, a Pearson correlation was conducted. As it is not appropriate to conduct correlations on proportional data, the MOT scores were transformed using a Logit function: Ln\[*p*/(1 − *p*)\], where *p* is the proportion correct MOT score. Performance between these two tasks was strongly positively correlated, *r*(25) = 0.6, *p* = .004. This is unsurprising given that these tasks aim to target similar attentional tracking ability.[](#tbl1){ref-type="table-anchor"}

Using performance in these two tasks as predictors, in the next sections we report correlations and regressions to (a) investigate the relationship between attentional function and driving performance/eye movement behavior and (b) to examine how well each of these tasks predict the driving measures.

Driving Performance and Horizontal Scanning Behavior {#s22}
----------------------------------------------------

Driving performance data were recorded for the overall drive, not for each individual course, by the software. [Figure 6](#fig6){#fgc6-1 ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between performance on each of the two attention tasks and driving performance. It is clear that those who performed better in the attention tasks obtained less driving penalty points. Pearson correlations showed that this relationship was significant for the MOA, *r*(25) = −0.41, *p* = .044 ([Figure 6a](#fig6){#fgc6-2 ref-type="fig"}), and the MOT, *r*(25) = −0.47, *p* = .018 ([Figure 6b](#fig6){#fgc6-3 ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that those with better attentional function performed better in the simulated drive.[](#fig6){ref-type="fig-anchor"}

Data were entered into a regression to explore these results further. A hierarchical regression was used, entering the MOT task into the model first. We were interested in examining how much more variation in driving performance could be explained by adding the MOA data into the model. The first model (only MOT) significantly predicts driving performance, *F*(1, 23) = 6.39, *p* = .019, *R*^2^ = 0.22. When MOA performance was included in the model, the change in *R*^2^ was 0.031, and this change was not significant, *F* = 0.91, *p* = .35. The overall model remained significant, *F*(2, 22) = 3.63, *p* = .043, *R*^2^ = 0.25; MOT coefficients: *b* = −746.27, β = −.35, *t* = −1.56; MOA coefficients: *b* = −18.51, β = −0.21, *t* = −0.95. These results suggest that both tasks predict driving performance; however, they share a very similar proportion of the variation in explaining driving performance.

[Figure 7](#fig7){#fgc7-1 ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between performance in the two attention tasks and horizontal scanning behavior. Unlike our measure for driving performance, we were able to measure eye movements separately for each of the three courses. Pearson correlations were conducted. For the country highway route, there was no clear relationship between attentional function and horizontal scanning behavior, MOA: *r*(25) = 0.29, *p* = .16; MOT: *r*(25) = 0.10, *p* = .32 ([Figures 7a](#fig7){#fgc7-2 ref-type="fig"} and [7d](#fig7){#fgc7-3 ref-type="fig"}, respectively). However, for the more complex routes, performance on the MOA significantly positively correlated with a wider horizontal scan, urban area: *r*(25) = 0.55, *p* = .004, and motorway: *r*(25) = 0.61, *p* = .001 ([Figures 7b](#fig7){#fgc7-4 ref-type="fig"} and [7c](#fig7){#fgc7-5 ref-type="fig"}, respectively). Performance on the MOT showed a weak relationship and was not significantly correlated with a wider scan for either of these courses, urban area: *r*(25) = 0.29, *p* = .16, and motorway: *r*(25) = 0.31, *p* = .13 ([Figures 7e](#fig7){#fgc7-6 ref-type="fig"} and [7f](#fig7){#fgc7-7 ref-type="fig"}, respectively). These results suggest that better attentional function, as measured only by the MOA, is related to exhibiting a wider visual search during the more complex driving routes.[](#fig7){ref-type="fig-anchor"}

Data for the urban area and motorway were entered into a multiple regression model to obtain predictor coefficients. Because MOT did not significantly correlate with horizontal scanning behavior, only the MOA was entered as an individual predictor of horizontal scanning, urban area: *b* = 0.51, β = 0.55, *t* = 3.15, *p* = .004; motorway: *b* = 0.34, β = 0.61, *t* = 3.68, *p* = .001. These analyses suggest that the MOA is a moderate predictor of horizontal scanning behavior.

Area of Interest Fixation Dwell Times (Mirror and Speedometer Use) {#s23}
------------------------------------------------------------------

For each of the three courses, correlations were conducted between performance in the attention tasks and the time spent fixating in the three vehicle mirrors (as measured in percentage fixation dwell times). These can be viewed in [Table 2](#tbl2){#tbc2-1 ref-type="table"}.[](#tbl2){ref-type="table-anchor"}

From [Table 2](#tbl2){#tbc2-2 ref-type="table"} it is clear that there is not a strong relationship between attentional function, as measured by the attention tasks, and overall time spent fixating the mirrors. There was however a significant positive correlation between task performance and the time spent fixating the passenger side mirror during the country highway course, MOA: *r*(25) = 0.58, *p* = .002; MOT: *r*(25) = 0.40, *p* = .049, highlighting that those with better attentional function spent more time fixating in this mirror. No multiple regression models were considered here given the general pattern of results.

[Figure 8](#fig8){#fgc8-1 ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between performance on the attention tasks and the time spent fixating the speedometer in each course. Performance on the MOA significantly positively correlated with the time spent fixating the speedometer during the country highway drive, *r*(25) = 0.45, *p* = .036 ([Figure 8a](#fig8){#fgc8-2 ref-type="fig"}), and urban drive, *r*(25) = 0.42, *p* = .035 ([Figure 8b](#fig8){#fgc8-3 ref-type="fig"}), but not when driving on the motorway, *r*(25) = 0.29, *p* = .17 ([Figure 8c](#fig8){#fgc8-4 ref-type="fig"}). Performance on the MOT task did not significantly correlate with the time spent fixating the speedometer during any of the drives, country highway: *r*(25) = 0.28, *p* = .18; urban area: *r*(25) = 0.23, *p* = .26; motorway: *r*(25) = 0.29, *p* = .18 ([Figures 8d](#fig8){#fgc8-5 ref-type="fig"}, [8e](#fig8){#fgc8-6 ref-type="fig"}, and [8f](#fig8){#fgc8-7 ref-type="fig"}, respectively). Together, these results suggest that those with better attentional function, as measured only by the MOA, fixated their speedometers more during most of the drives.[](#fig8){ref-type="fig-anchor"}

Data for the country highway and urban area were entered into a multiple regression model to obtain predictor coefficients. Because MOT did not significantly correlate with speedometer use, only the MOA was entered as an individual predictor of speedometer use, country highway: *b* = 0, β = 0.45, *t* = 2.39, *p* = .026; urban area: *b* = 0, β = 0.42, *t* = 2.24, *p* = .035.

Saccadic Eye Movements {#s24}
----------------------

For this analysis, we were interested in the relationship between attentional function and the velocity of saccades and the size of saccades made. We separated the saccades that were made when inspecting the roadway area of interest and those inspecting the overall scene. To be concise, data were averaged across the three courses to give a general view of saccadic patterns. Individual Pearson correlations can be viewed in [Table 3](#tbl3){#tbc3-1 ref-type="table"}.[](#tbl3){ref-type="table-anchor"}

Performance in the MOA significantly positively correlated with the velocity of saccades made within the roadway, *r*(25) = 0.44, *p* = .029, and the overall scene, *r*(25) = 0.52, *p* = .007. MOA performance also significantly positively correlated with the size of saccades made within the roadway, *r*(25) = 0.43, *p* = .031, and the overall scene, *r*(25) = 0.42, *p* = .036. These results suggest those with better attentional function, as measure by the MOA, exhibited faster and larger saccades when driving. Importantly, this was independent of the number of saccades made, where there was no relationship between MOA performance and the number of saccades made during inspection of the roadway, *r*(25) = −.011, *p* = .6, and the overall scene, *r*(25) = −0.01, *p* = .98. Performance on the MOT task did not significantly correlate with saccade behavior (see [Table 3](#tbl3){#tbc3-2 ref-type="table"}).

To obtain predictor coefficients, data were entered into multiple regression models. Only MOA was entered as a sole predictor of saccade behavior because MOT did not correlate: roadway saccade velocity (*b* = 0.3, β = 0.44, *t* = 2.32, *p* = .029); overall saccade velocity (*b* = 0.56, β = 0.52, *t* = 2.95, *p* = .007); roadway saccade size (*b* = 0.01, β = 0.43, *t* = 0.29, *p* = .031); overall saccade size (*b* = 0.03, β = 0.42, *t* = 2.22, *p* = .036).

Discussion {#s25}
==========

The first aim of this study was to use a specific set of visual attention tasks to test whether individual differences in eye movement behavior when driving may be partly due to one's ability to manage attentional demands. We made the specific hypothesis that those individuals who performed better on the attention tasks, and thus have better attentional function, would exhibit more effective visual and driving behavior. We found a number of results that support this, and below, we discuss these in the context of the existing literature. The second aim was to investigate how well each of the two tasks (MOT and MOA) predicts driving eye movement behavior and driving performance. These aims are discussed separately.

Attentional Function and Driving Ability {#s26}
----------------------------------------

We found that better attentional function is related to better overall driving performance, which is in line with many other studies highlighting the relationship between attentional function and driving performance ([@c2]; [@c5]; [@c36]; [@c57]; [@c71]). Driving is a demanding attentional task and a better driver is likely one who can, for example, successfully attend to relevant areas while ignoring other stimuli, orient their attention to potential hazardous cues, and sustain attention to the dynamic driving environment. This perhaps helps to explain why those who perform better in attention tasks also exhibit better, or indeed, safer, driving behavior.

Attentional Function and Eye Movements {#s27}
--------------------------------------

Competition for attentional resources during driving may limit scanning behavior ([@c24]; [@c56]; [@c58]). Thus, the level of cognitive load experienced by a driver may be a likely source for individual differences in drivers' eye movements. Although related to this idea, in this study, we did not manipulate levels of cognitive load when driving. Instead we measured attentional function in a separate series of tasks. We found evidence that those with better attentional function exhibit more effective eye movement behavior (measured mainly by the MOA as discussed in a later section). Importantly, this is eye movement behavior we would typically associate with more experienced or safer drivers ([@c16]; [@c40]). The evidence here suggests that those who have better control over attention resources are better able to distribute eye movements to more relevant areas of the driving scene, as shown by increased horizontal scanning (see [Figure 7](#fig7){#fgc7-8 ref-type="fig"}).

This is evidenced further by the finding that the effect appears to become more pronounced when road complexity increases. Previous research has found differences in eye movement strategies due to the different processing demands of the road type ([@c13]; [@c17]; [@c67]). For example, [@c17] showed that the size of horizontal visual scanning on the roadway was similar for novices and experienced drivers on rural and suburban routes. However, on dual carriageways, where the layout is much more complex (e.g., presence of slip roads), only experienced drivers exhibited a wider horizontal visual scanning strategy. Similarly, in this study, for the less demanding country highway, there was no relationship between attentional function and horizontal scanning behavior. It could be that the lower demands of the route allow individuals to successfully distribute eye movements across the scene. When the scene became increasingly complex, that is, in urban or motorway environments, we found a significant correlation between increased scanning behavior in those with better attentional function. The more complex driving environments may place a higher cognitive load on the visual and attentional systems that could limit scanning behavior in those with poorer attentional function.

These findings suggest that those with better attentional function may be better equipped to search the road more for hazards. Inattention and failures to scan the roadway are often contributing factors to road accidents ([@c18]; [@c38]; [@c47]; [@c48]). Thus, our findings may suggest that the reasons for these contributing factors are due to poor attentional function.

Much like scanning the roadway, some research has suggested that increasing cognitive load reduces mirror use ([@c32]; [@c56]). Given our finding that those with better attentional function were better able to deploy eye movements across the roadway, one might predict (as we did) that they would be better equipped to increase inspection of the mirrors---a desirable behavior exhibited more often in experienced drivers ([@c40]; [@c69]). However, the results did not support this. Only fixations pertaining to the passenger-side mirror on the country highway course showed this relationship, suggesting that inspection of the mirrors cannot easily be explained by an individual's attentional function---at least as measured by our tasks. These findings might not be too surprising. Even if an individual has poorer attentional function, vehicle mirrors, particularly the rear-view mirror and driver-side mirror, are still hugely important when driving. They provide the driver with added information about the surroundings and the necessary safety information with which to make informed decisions about making maneuvers---particularly, for example, when attempting to overtake other road users. Thus their more immediate importance to safety may mean that all drivers invest cognitive effort in using them.

It is interesting to find that, in this study, those with better attentional function spent more time inspecting the speedometer during the country highway and urban drives (see [Figure 8](#fig8){#fgc8-8 ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that these individuals are better able to allocate visual attention resources to monitor vehicle speed more often. This may have important implications for driver safety, with speeding being one of the most commonly reported reasons for road accidents ([@c14]; [@c51]). There are a number of explanations given as to why individuals speed, for example, attitude ([@c19]), and our finding here may suggest that one other reason is that individuals simply fail to monitor their speed as often because attention is allocated to other aspects of driving. Although, one should consider that this was simulated driving and therefore the consequences for not monitoring vehicle speed is reduced considerably. In addition, compared to the position of a speedometer in a real car, the effort required to inspect the speedometer here is likely more, given its position in the top left portion of the viewing screen. This may have exaggerated the relationship between attentional function and inspection time. Inspection of the speedometer here may not reflect inspection on real roads therefore.

We find some evidence to suggest individuals with better attentional function are more efficient at visually sampling the scene as evidenced by the average faster saccade velocities (see [Table 3](#tbl3){#tbc3-3 ref-type="table"}). Mean saccade velocity has previously been used to infer information processing, where faster saccades have been associated with increased information processing ([@c31]) and the converse, where smaller velocities are associated with lower levels of vigilance ([@c29], [@c30]). We therefore propose our finding may be an indicator of increased processing performance for those with better attentional function. It could also be argued that this increase in eye movement velocity was simply a product of those with better attentional function making larger saccades (see [Table 3](#tbl3){#tbc3-4 ref-type="table"}). This might be true, but given the high correlation between saccade velocity and amplitude ([@c9]; [@c59]), it would be hard to tease apart these factors with the data here. What we argue is important is that the velocity and amplitude of saccades were independent of the number of saccades that were made. This suggests that those with better attentional function were better able to distribute eye movements around the driving scene and this was not at a cost of making more eye movements.

Comparison With Studies Comparing Experienced and Novice Driving {#s28}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The current study investigated individual differences in eye movements in a population with similar driving experience. However, we can draw parallel conclusions with the literature concerning the differences in eye movement behavior between novice and experienced drivers. We provide support for the idea that visual scanning differences may be due to the competing attentional resources required to both drive the vehicle appropriately and observe the roadway for potential hazards ([@c17]; [@c67]). For novices, driving is not a highly practiced task (in comparison to the many years of practice that experienced drivers possess), thus more resources may be required for vehicle control. Novices, for example, might prioritize fixating on points on the road which aid steering, for example, "future path" points ([@c41]; [@c46]) or fixate closer to the vehicle to maintain lane position ([@c53]). We know that through practice and experience, task performance improves when actions become more automated and there is less of a requirement for conscious intervention ([@c1]; [@c52]). With driving, it may be the case that through experience, fewer conscious resources are required for controlling the vehicle as driving skill becomes automatic and this frees up resources to allocate visual attention to other parts of the scene.

This may also explain the individual differences we observe here: controlling the vehicle may require more attentional resources in some individuals, resulting in less attentional resources remaining for scanning the road. These results suggest that some individuals may be better equipped for predicting, detecting and responding to hazards. Even if an individual has the knowledge of where to look, if fewer attentional resources limit their ability to scan certain areas of the roadway, then this in turn may limit their hazard perception ability.

A Place for Visuomotor Assessment Tools? {#s29}
----------------------------------------

[@c10] discuss how the UFOV, and similar tasks, only measures selective and divided attention. It does not require sustained attention to complete. In UFOV, stimuli are only presented for up to several hundred milliseconds and, thus, only capture brief spans in attention. Driving is a more complex task, and the attentional mechanisms involved in driving may not be accurately represented when performing the UFOV task. The MOT, which is a more dynamic and sustained assessment of executive control, was proposed and was found to correlate to driving performance ([@c3]; [@c10]). In this current study, we also found evidence to support the claims that better performance on the MOT predicts better driving performance (see [Figure 6](#fig6){#fgc6-4 ref-type="fig"}).

However, one of our aims was to provide further insights into the types of tasks which can be used to predict overall driving behavior by investigating tasks which incorporate visuomotor control. Our MOA task was based on the iMOT ([@c63]). While also requiring the sustained attentional aspect to dynamic stimuli, the objective was to actively control one object to avoid the multiple other objects that would appear. With this, we aimed to capture the intrinsic link between vision and action seen in many common everyday tasks ([@c42]; [@c45]; [@c61]). Thus, we hypothesized that performance in this task would better predict the active eye movement behavior in driving more than the MOT. The results confirmed this in most of our eye movement measures.

A MOT-type task is passive in nature which does not require active visuomotor control. The eye movement strategies involved are likely different to a more active task, one which incorporates the vision and action link we see in many everyday tasks ([@c33]; [@c44]). In this case, the MOA task requires vision to initially select a point in space in which to move the ball to, which precedes the action of moving the ball. In this task, many eye movements are required to be successful in the task. We know that a visual strategy often used in MOT is to make fewer eye movements and use covert attention to group stimuli ([@c28]; [@c54]; [@c76]). Indeed, we found that individuals made significantly fewer fixations in the MOT task than the MOA task (MOT mean fixations per second: 2.3, MOA mean fixations per second: 2.7), *t*(20) = 3.1, *p* = .006. This may explain why the MOT task does not significantly predict eye movement scanning behavior in a more active task such as driving, where eye movements should ideally be deployed to many parts of the environment.

Both the MOT and MOA did predict driving performance. We would therefore suggest both tasks are useful when investigating attentionally complex tasks, such as driving. In this experiment, they shared a similar proportion of the variation in explaining driving performance scores, with the MOT performance explaining marginally more. One could argue that, ultimately, predicting driving performance is the more important factor than predicting it along with eye movements. We agree with this argument to a certain extent, if one assumes that more effective eye movements is simply a contributor to overall driving performance. For example, scanning the road more for potential hazards may allow an individual to identify them and therefore respond earlier if the hazard develops. However, in the current experiment, the driving scenes were not hazardous, where only a moderate level of traffic was simulated throughout and the other road users were not programmed to be aggressive. The increased scanning of the road observed for those with better attention performance would not necessarily have directly translated into better driving performance given the traffic conditions. Thus, this direct link between eye movements and driving performance cannot be easily identified with the current data. It would be interesting to investigate how these tasks predict performance in more hazardous or demanding road situations.

One limitation to note is that we have not directly compared how well the MOA (or MOT) predicts driving behavior relative to the more standard tasks used for example, UFOV. This would need to be done to answer a more explicit question: Which task is the most useful predictor tool for driving and visual behavior? This highlights a potential follow up to this research.

Conclusions {#s30}
===========

We have found that there are individual differences in eye movement behavior and driving performance even among those with similar driving experience. We found that individual's attentional function is a contributing factor to these differences; where better performance on visual attention tasks is accompanied by eye movement and driving behavior typically associated with safer driving. We showed this without explicitly inducing a high cognitive demand during driving, to maintain a more naturalistic driving setting. We also provided evidence to suggest that tasks utilizing a visuomotor component may provide useful prediction tools for driving and eye movements together. Our results thus provide new insights into how the visual and attentional systems interact during everyday tasks.

###### Descriptive Statistics for the Multiple-Object Avoidance Task (MOA) and the Multiple-Object Tracking Task (MOT)

![](xhp_43_2_381_tbl1a){#tbl1a}

  Attention task   *N*   Minimum   Maximum   *M*       *SD*
  ---------------- ----- --------- --------- --------- ---------
  MOA              25    26 s      112 s     58.32 s   25.22 s
  MOT              25    63%       97%       81%       10.62%

###### Correlations Showing the Relationship Between Performance in the Attention Tasks and the Time Spent Fixating the Vehicle Mirrors, as Measured by the Percentage Time Spent Fixating, for Each Course

![](xhp_43_2_381_tbl2a){#tbl2a}

  Attention task and statistic   Country highway   Urban area   Motorway                                    
  ------------------------------ ----------------- ------------ ---------- ----- ------ ------ ----- ------ -----
  MOA                                                                                                       
   *r*                           .26               −.03         .58\*\*    .08   −.17   −.12   .08   −.35   .18
   *p*                           .21               .9           .002       .71   .41    .59    .72   .09    .40
  MOT                                                                                                       
   *r*                           −.12              .33          .40\*      .04   −.25   .04    .08   .01    .36
   *p*                           .58               .12          .049       .86   .24    .087   .7    .96    .07
  *M*                            2.8               2.8          .6         3.0   2.9    1.3    3.6   4.4    1.3
  *SD*                           2.8               3.5          .6         2.3   3.9    1.1    3.1   3.2    1.3

###### Correlations Showing the Relationship Between Performance in the Attention Tasks, Roadway Saccade Behavior, and Overall Saccade Behavior

![](xhp_43_2_381_tbl3a){#tbl3a}

  Attention task and statistic   Saccade velocity per degrees per second   Saccade size per degree   Saccades per second                  
  ------------------------------ ----------------------------------------- ------------------------- --------------------- ------- ------ ------
  MOA                                                                                                                                     
   *r*                           .44\*                                     .52\*                     .43\*                 .42\*   −.11   −.01
   *p*                           .029                                      .007                      .031                  .036    .60    .98
  MOT                                                                                                                                     
   *r*                           .18                                       .21                       .04                   .047    .19    .07
   *p*                           .4                                        .31                       .86                   .824    .37    .74
  *M*                            86.6                                      114.95                    2.90                  5.81    1.79   2.66
  *SD*                           17.27                                     27.12                     .63                   1.75    .47    .70

![The basic experimental setup. Participants wore an eye tracker and were seated in front of a calibration screen and main projection screen. See the online article for the color version of this figure.](xhp_43_2_381_fig1a){#fig1}

![Screenshot images of the typical settings encountered in the (a) country highway, (b) urban area, and (c) motorway. Note the speedometer is located in the top left of the scene, with center rear-view mirror below it and passenger side mirror to the lower left. See the online article for the color version of this figure.](xhp_43_2_381_fig2a){#fig2}

![Multiple object tracking task. Participants are presented with the stimuli (A) briefly before five dots begin to flash orange (B). All dots turn back to white and then move randomly around the scene for seven seconds (C). Motion stops and the participant must select the five dots which had flashed orange (D). In this example, the participant has correctly identified four out of a possible five targets (The final positions of the dots would not be the same as the starting positions as pictured here---this is for illustrative purposes). See the online article for the color version of this figure.](xhp_43_2_381_fig3a){#fig3}

![A static representation of the multiple-object avoidance task. The task starts with three red moving circles (a), then gets increasingly more difficult such as in (b) with five circles and in (c) with seven circles. See the online article for the color version of this figure.](xhp_43_2_381_fig4a){#fig4}

![Illustration of each area of interest. (1) Rear-view mirror (16° × 5°), (2) passenger-side mirror (12° × 5°), (3) driver-side mirror (19° × 7°), (4) roadway (58° × 27° at maximum length and height), (5) speedometer (12° × 9°). See the online article for the color version of this figure.](xhp_43_2_381_fig5a){#fig5}

![Relationship between performance in the attention tasks and driving performance. (a) Multiple object avoidance task (MOA); (b) multiple-object tracking task (MOT).](xhp_43_2_381_fig6a){#fig6}

![Correlations between performance on the attention tasks and horizontal scanning behavior, as measured by the standard deviation of *x*-axis fixations, for each of the three courses, Country Highway, Urban Area, and Motorway. (a--c) Multiple-object avoidance task (MOA); (d--f) multiple-object tracking task (MOT).](xhp_43_2_381_fig7a){#fig7}

![Correlations between performance in the attention tasks and use of the speedometer, as measured by the percentage fixation dwell time, for each course.](xhp_43_2_381_fig8a){#fig8}
